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Part I: 
ADB RCI Strategy and
GMS Overview



ADB’s Role in RCI

• RCI mandated by ADB Charter
• Roles of ADB 

– financing
– knowledge
– capacity building
– honest broker

• Strategy 2020 and mid-term review
– 30% target by 2020
– New operational directions



RCI Strategy and Operational Directions
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Overview of GMS

• 6-country partnership since 1992
• GMS 3C strategy 

- enhancing Connectivity
- improving Competitiveness
- promoting a greater sense of 

Community
• 9+1 Priority Sectors
• Economic corridor approach



Economic Corridors and SEZs

• From transport to economic corridors
• Key – to promote economic activities 

along corridors
• Bottlenecks and constraints at borders

- Poor infrastructure
- Different laws and procedures

• SEZs/BEZs as an instrument





Part II: 
SEZ/BEZ Theory and 
Practice in GMS



Special Economic Zones
Definition 
SEZs as “clearly defined 
geographically, with a single 
management or administration 
and separate customs area (often 
duty free), where streamlined 
business procedures are applied, 
and where physically located firms 
qualify for more liberal and 
effective rules than those in the 
national territory (covering, for 
example, investment conditions, 
international trade and customs, 
tariffs, and taxation)”. 
-(ADB 2014)

SEZs as “demarcated geographic 
areas contained within a country’s 
national boundaries where the 
rules of business are different 
from those that prevail in the 
national territory… whereby the 
zone is given a business 
environment that is intended to be 
more liberal from a policy 
perspective and more effective 
from an administrative perspective 
than that of the national territory”. 
-(World Bank 2011)



Varieties of SEZs

• In different forms
o Free zones
o Free trade zones
o Export processing zones
o Free ports
o Trade and economic cooperation zones 
o Economic technological development areas…

• Enclave type (most common)
• Integrated type (as in PRC, VIE)



Ownership Characteristics

• Public (common in 1970s-1990s)
o governments taking responsibility for planning financing, defining 

and administering regulations, offering incentives, working with 
investors, managing real estate, etc

• Private (since late 1990s)
o own, develop, and operate
o 65% by 2010 in developing economies (e.g. 

90% in VIE)
• PPP-based



Evolution of SEZ Development

• First generation – enclave type zones
o Generating employment and foreign exchange
o Export oriented and labor intensive
o Insulated from rest of the economy

• Second generation – strengthened linkage 
with domestic economy
o Greater spill-overs (e.g. technology transfer, skill accumulation, 

innovation)
o Forming clusters and realizing agglomeration
o Participating in GVCs

• Third generation – generating nationwide 
impact through reforms



SEZs/BEZs in GMS

• Long history in GMS
o Earlier starters: THA, PRC, VIE
o New comers: CAM, LAO, MYA (since early 2000s)

• Mixed experience so far
o PRC, THA and VIE regarded as relatively more 

successful
o CAM, LAO and MYA learning and catching up

• BEZs gaining new momentum in 
recent years (since 2010)



Types of SEZs in GMS



BEZs on GMS Corridors



BEZs on GMS Corridors





Key Success Factors and 
Recommendations

• SEZs as experimental reform centers for 
demonstration and replication

• Infrastructure and connectivity
• Business-friendly services for trade and 

investment
• Financing, particularly for SMEs
• Skills development (both managerial and job 

skills)
• Cross-border coordination, not

competition



Part III: 
Case of ADB Support to BEZ-
Guangxi RCI Promotion 
Investment Program



Strategic Context

• GMS economic corridor 
development

• PRC-Vietnam cooperation 
initiatives

• RCI: opening up PRC’s border 
areas

• RCI in PRC CPS
• Guangxi: constraints and 

untapped potential

演示者
演示文稿备注
Guangxi RCI Promotion Investment Program (GRIP) is designed to support development of GMS North-south Economic Corridor (NSEC), focusing on improving cross-border connectivity and promoting cross-border economic activities (trade and investment) between PRC’s Guangxi and Viet Nam. GRIP is also designed to support various on-going cooperation initiatives between PRC and Viet Nam, includingPRC-Viet Nam MOU on Joint Development of Cross-border Economic Zones (signed in Oct 2013)PRC-Viet Nam Five-Year Program for Economic and Trade Cooperation (agreed upon by both parties in Aug 2016)PRC-Viet Nam Border Trade Agreement (negotiation on amendment of the Agreement concluded in Aug 2016; signing and ratification expected in 2017) RCI for PRCRCI is regarded as an important means for PRC’s further integration with the regional and global economy.Development of coastal areas was the priority for PRC’s reform and opening-up for the first 30 years since 1978; development of border areas will be the priority for the second 30-year period. RCI is also one of the 5 strategic priorities in ADB’s Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) 2016-2020.Constraints of Guangxi in RCILow level of SME development (SMEs as key players in trade)Risky and costly cross-border financial transactions and perceived non-commercial risks for cross-borer investmentLack of e-commerce platforms to support local enterprisesInadequate infrastructure and trade-related services in BEZsGaps in cross-border connectivity, including low density of border roads, poor infrastructure in border crossing points (BCPs) Need a holistic approach to address these constraints: (I) multi-sector interventions: (ii) combining investment in physical infrastructure and trade/investment facilitation measures. 



Multitranche Financing Facility

• Impact: Greater economic integration
• Outcome: RCI opportunities realized
• 5 Interlinked Outputs: SME; financial 

services; e-commerce; BEZ 
development; connectivity

• 3 Tranches ($450 million OCR and 
Regional set-aside)

• Why MFF?: long term commitment; 
flexibility; phased funding; policy 
dialogue; private  sector participation

演示者
演示文稿备注
Impact: economic growth potential for border areas in the PRC and Viet Nam is realized; efficient transport and trade operations along NSEC achieved; and economic integration between GZAR and rest of the GMS further strengthened. Outcome: Benefits of RCI in border areas of Guangxi and northern Viet Nam are captured5 interlinked outputs to address the 5 main constraints faced by Guangxi. The project have high RCI spill-overs, also benefitting Viet Nam. SME development. The investment program will (a) provide credit to SMEs using financial intermediaries; (b) strengthen BDS system in Guangxi; ; and (c) support Guangxi’s cross-border labor cooperation with Viet Nam by improving facilities and providing well-designed training programs for local and Vietnamese workers from SMEs in the border.Cross-border financial transactions and investments services. The investment program will (a) support development of demonstration cross-border financial service centers in BEZs; and (b) explore measures to mitigate the non-commercial risks faced by investors.Cross-border e-commerce platforms. The investment program will (a) develop demonstration e-commerce incubation parks to provide improved common infrastructure for e-commerce enterprises; and (b) help implement measures to improve customs and sanitary and phytosanitary services as they are related to cross-border e-commerce.Key infrastructure and trade-related services in BEZs provided. The investment program will (a) improve infrastructure in BEZs (including roads, water supply and sewage treatment, and logistics facilities); and (b) improve conditions of the border trade centers in the BEZs to facilitate trade among border area residents of both the PRC and Viet Nam and provide better services to the domestic and international tourists.Physical and informational connectivity, and policy coordination improved. The investment program will (a) improve border; (b) develop big data center and cloud computing center to enhance informational connectivity with the ASEAN; and (c) upgrade infrastructure and services at key border crossing point. Why multitranche financing facility: (i) Long-term commitment to supporting Guangxi in RCI; (ii) effective instrument to finance a series of subprojects in multi-sectors; (iii) flexibility to respond to new cooperation initiatives during  project implementation; (iv) phased funding to match readiness of subprojects; and (v) enhancing Guangxi’s capacity for RCI; and (vi) opportunities for PPP. 



Key Features of MFF

• Country ownership and 
demand-driven 

• Focusing on the promotion of 
cross-border economic 
activities to benefit people in 
border areas of PRC and VIE

• Cross-border synergy
• One ADB Approach

演示者
演示文稿备注
Key features of MFFStrong country ownershipPRC national policies for RCI, such as One Belt and One Road InitiativeGuangxi strategy and action plan for One Belt and One Road; Guangxi’s GMS Strategy and Action PlanStrong demand for investment, both in Guangxi and in northern Viet NamFocus on promoting cross-border economic activities (trade and investment) which is the ultimate objective of regional cooperation; not only providing physical infrastructure.Cross-border synergyThe project will benefit both Guangxi and northern Viet NamSome subprojects are designed in response to the requests from Viet Nam side (such as the border roads linking directly to the border crossing points on the Viet Nam side)Coordination between PRC and Viet Nam at conducted at various levels (e.g. GMS sector working groups, GMS Economic Corridor Forum, Senior Officials’ Meeing, and Guangx-Northern Viet Nam consultation, etc)Viet Nam is also investing in infrastructure and trade-related services (e.g. ADB loan for Hanoi-Lang Son road in 2017; improvement of infrastructure in Viet Nam’s border towns under ADB’s urban projects for Viet Nam)



ADB’s Value Added

• Honest broker for cross-border 
coordination

• Effectively supporting “horizontal 
cooperation” within PRC

• RCI knowledge and capacity 
building
‒ Trade facilitation
‒ Institutional strengthening 

• Demonstration and replication 
(for GMS NSEC and other PRC 
provinces) 

演示者
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Honest broker – ADB provides a neutral platform for policy dialogues on border area development (e.g. GMS Economic Corridor Forum, GMS Urban Development Task Force meetings)The MFF also help improve internal coordination in the PRC, particularly for Guangxi Supporting coordinated border management by enhancing cooperation among various border control agenciesSupporting implementation of Guangxi’s RCI strategies and action plans by improving cooperation among difference government agenciesThe MFF also helps transfer knowledge to and build stronger capacity for Guangxi in the RCI area, particularly to border municipalities and counties, such asPromoting international best practices for trade facilitation, such as coordinated border management and joint customs controlExploring measures for mitigating non-commercial risks for cross-border investment, particularly for SMEsDeveloping BDS for GuangxiStrengthening the institutional set-up in Guangxi for RCI, and improving Guangxi’ capacity for designing and implementing RCI projectsThe MFF will have high demonstration effect, and can be replicated to other parts of the country and other countries of the GMSThis is the fist RCI-dedicated MFF in ADBSimilar projects are planned for the PRC’s Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia autonomous regions



Thank you
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For further inquiries, please contact:

Yuebin Zhang
Principal Regional Cooperation Specialist
Public Management, Financial Sector and Regional Cooperation 
Division
East Asia Department
Asian Development Bank

Tel. No. (632) 6326960 
Email: yuebinzhang@adb.org
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